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About the Finding Clarity Series

I decided to do the Finding Clarity series on my blog because over the
last two months (April and May) I went through a lot of transformation.
Nothing big on the outside, but a lot of shifting on the inside.
Spiritually, emotionally, mentally...
The series covered:
Your Agreements (beliefs)
Your Values
Your Metrics for Success and Happiness
Setting Boundaries
Shames, Wounds, and Healing
Resources for Clarity
Last Thoughts and Where to go from here
Check out the series content on my site: srcrawford.co.uk where I also
give resources and books for your clarity journey.
Books that inspired this change and series:
The Four Agreements
The Subtle Art of Not Giving a F*
Daring Greatly
The Untethered Soul

What is Clarity?
Clarity is seeing things clearly. This means not being foggy or clouded by a number of
things: fear, your past, mistakes, poor beliefs, the wrong values, other people, opinions,
self-doubt and so on.
Clarity is important for me because I feel like for so long I have been clouded by fear; I've
let my anxiety run my life. I've always wondered who I'd be and what I'd do with more
clarity in my life.
Clarity means knowing who you are and what you want.
Clarity for me encompasses:
Freedom and Peace of mind
Power
Truth
Decision-making
Values-based decisions
Happiness and success on your own terms
Self-awareness and self-management
Focus and guide for where to go

You are not clear and lack clarity in your life (at times) if:
You make fears-based decisions
You can't make your own decisions (let others or fate do it for you)
You turn to others when you don't know what to do instead of inward
You don't know why things happen
You don't understand your feelings and emotions
You blame other people and fate for your circumstances
You don't know what you want in life at all
So let's dive in deeper...

Your Agreements
Agreements comes from The Four Agreements by Don Miguel Ruiz (go read it!). It refers to
the learned behaviours and beliefs we gain throughout life. The trouble is, many of our
agreements (beliefs) are wrong. They set us up for failure and hurt.
Awareness:
What agreements do you think you may have that are holding you back in life? When do you feel
disappointed? Who did you grow up with and what beliefs may you have gathered?

Question your beliefs
Are these beliefs serving me or holding me back? How do they make me feel, really?

Rewrite your beliefs
What do I want to believe instead? What will serve me going forwards? Who do I want to be and what
do I need to believe to be that person?

Your Values
Values are like personal rules and focuses in life. A truth that's a
guidance system for you morally. Here are some to consider for
your own. (Circle or star ones that stand out, but break them
down slowly into a top 10, top 5, top 3)

James Clear’s list of core values:
Authenticity
Achievement
Adventure
Authority
Autonomy
Balance
Beauty
Boldness
Compassion
Challenge
Citizenship
Community
Competency
Contribution
Creativity
Curiosity
Determination
Fairness
Faith
Fame
Friendships
Fun
Growth
Happiness
Honesty
Humour
Influence

Inner Harmony
Justice
Kindness
Knowledge
Leadership
Learning
Love
Loyalty
Meaningful Work
Openness
Optimism
Peace
Pleasure
Poise
Popularity
Recognition
Religion
Reputation
Respect
Responsibility
Security
Self-Respect
Service
Spirituality
Stability
Success
Status
Trustworthiness
Wealth
Wisdom

Your Values
My most defining moments…

My positive relationships and the traits they bring…

Most important decisions I've ever made…

Worst decisions ever made…

Common themes/reoccurring things from the last 10 years…

How do I want to define myself?

Metrics for Success and Happiness
What do I measure my success by?

What do I measure my happiness by?

What do I want to feel in life?

What's most important to me?

What do I want to value in terms of success and happiness?

Break it down into categories and define success for each on the next page or in a
notebook:
Relationships
Physical Health
Financial Health
Emotional and Mental Health
Intelligence
Success
Creativity
Learning
Selfhood
Goodness
Balance
Courage
Communication and Connection

Metrics for Success and Happiness
Your metrics and your values should always be self-worth focused. What makes you feel worthy?
What helps you to realise that you always were?

Setting Boundaries
I feel most angry when…

I struggle setting boundaries with these people…

I struggle setting boundaries with this PERSON because…

New boundaries I want to set with X person(s)... e.g. “This is what I need and if that doesn’t
happen, I will do XYZ.”

How will I address boundary violations? How will I enforce my boundaries?

Shame and Wounds
What secrets do I keep from others who normally I'd be open with?

What do I find hard to talk about with others? Worrying topics...

What are my emotional triggers? As in, what or who makes me feel defensive, angry, anxious,
sad, or embarrassed?

Who is deserving of my story? Where am I safe to share my shame and be met with empathy?

Healing
Here are some things to look out for that may indicate a wound that needs tending
to:
Getting angry easily about certain topics
Defensiveness or putting up armour
Things you “don’t want to talk about”
Feeling the burning, sickly feeling of shame
Deep overwhelming sadness
Jealousy
Old metrics (measurements), values, or beliefs you used to live by and find yourself going
back to
Explore these below, e.g. “I am feeling X which was triggered by Y and now I know I need to Z.”

What re-parenting do you need to do? Are you dealing with...
Perfectionism problems
Shame triggers
People-pleasing
Seeking outside validation
Hustling for self-worth
Fears
Shrinking
Defence mechanisms
Wonky belief systems

Analysing Insecurities
Insecurities come from feeling like you're not good enough in a certain area. Perhaps you've felt like you've
failed in that area. Perhaps you have had the wrong metrics; perhaps you've been living by someone else's
standards. But we all share common insecurities, so let's explore these...
Intelligence
What do you think intelligence is? What are your metrics and values here? Are you living up to these? Are they fair
and do they make you feel worthy? What could you believe and value instead?

Body Image and External Appearance
What do you think beauty is? What are your metrics and values here? Are you living up to these? Are they
fair and do they make you feel worthy? What could you believe and value instead?

Success and Wealth
What do you think success is? What are your metrics and values here? Are you living up to these? Are they
fair and do they make you feel worthy? What could you believe and value instead?

Life Choices
Who do you think gets to valid your life choices? What are your metrics and values here? Are you living up
to these? Are they fair and do they make you feel worthy? What could you believe and value instead?

Seeking Clarity
Questioning
Get out of your own way by getting clear on how you allow others to step in your way. Who is a road
block for your clarity because you question what they will think?

Where will I turn when I am feeling lost or unclear? What are my tools for clarity?

When do I feel most confident, most myself, most powerful? What might this mean?

Untethered:
Where do I feel trapped? Where do I seek freedom?

Who am I? How do I define myself?

Who are you when no one is watching? Who are you when everything else is stripped away?

Notes

